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Once again, we who live in close proximity of the Van Nuys Airport are suffering the toxic fumes and noise affects of the recent
increase in jet activity. There is a need to put on the agenda a vote to have SoCal AQMD do a air quality study ASAP. We are
being bombarded with toxic fumes on a daily basis - and it needs to be studied and documented. The planes being worked on in
the hangers along Hayvenhurst (between Saticoy & Sherman Way) idle for long periods of time - spewing TOXIC FUMES into our
neighborhood. Why was there never an EPA study done before - and why isn't there one being done NOW? PLEASE GET THIS
ON THE NEXT AGENDA!
The Quieter Nights Program is not working and we are regularly woken by noisy jets taking off between midnight and 5am.
We need AQMD to carry out a qualified air study with accurate equipment to collect data around the airport, and in particular in the
residential areas west of the airport as jet exhaust fumes are very noticeable.
Helicopters do not follow the designated flight paths and are constantly flying over the neighborhood.
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Hello,
1. The Quieter Nights Program is NOT working. We are getting a lot of NOISE from jets at all hours of the day and night (example:
last night at 12:15 am, 12:25am, 2:50am...etc.)
2. We need to have AQMD do an AIR QUALITY STUDY here in The Pocket ASAP. A qualified study with accurate equipment is
needed to collect the data, so they can see what we have been living with the past couple of years. Since the last study was done in
2005, there’s been a huge increase in air traffic. Also, that study did not even include our area, WEST of the Van Nuys Airport.
3. Helicopters are not following the designated flight paths and constantly fly over the neighborhood – which they are not supposed
to do.
Thank you.
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Our lovely community is being bombarded with extremely loud airplanes going off at all hours of the day. Some even at 2am. Our
air quality is going from bad to worse. We fear for our health. When my children and I are outside and jet fuel goes in our homes,
we instantly cover our faces and run inside. Please help.
I live one block west of the Van Nuys Airport. The increase in traffic in the past few years is unbearable. "Quieter Nights Program" is
NOT working. Just last night after midnight TWO jets made such loud noise I could hear it through my closed doors. Also, the
amount of jet fumes that permeate our neighborhood is toxic. I can't even walk my dogs or work outside without inhaling these
fumes. Jets often idle, even in APU mode, and the fumes are horrendous. Last air quality study was in 2005. AQMD MUST do
another study. This airport has grown exponentially and we are all suffering. Lastly, I have many videos of chartered helicopters
flying over our neighborhood and completely disregard the flight paths. I have been in touch with Jonah Glickman with Nury
Martinez' office, who also contacted VNY, yet nothing has changed. This behavior is reckless and irresponsible. Here is a link to
watch. I have additional/more recent footage. https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/640025706/privacy
Password: BadHelicopter
Thank you for time and consideration.
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